
Lecture 4. 2022.01.17 (Tuesday) MATH/COMP 562  

Today:

1st half, typed notes (already posted on web page)
2nd half, handwritten notes (not yet posted)

Discussion: understanding learning bounds  

We are going to prove learning bounds in this course.  

Here is what you should focus on

1. Understanding the bounds.  Implications.  Parse the logic of the different statements.
2. Understanding the definitions.  Focus first on: how the learning bounds makes precise the 

notion of overfitting (definition of Rademacher complexity)
3. The rate in the bound: sample complexity determines how many samples (labelled 

datapoints) needed for a useful bound
4. The precise statement of the theorems.  (Be able to compare the different theorems)
5. The logic and details of the proofs.

Unlike many math/rigorous CS courses, where the proof technique is primary, here 
understanding how it applies is just as important. 

Deep learning research is moving so fast, that it is missing precise statements about results.  

One goal of this course is to see what precise ML results look like, with the hope of discovering 
relevant precise results in deep learning (which is an important open research question)

Last time: Hoeffding's inequality and Estimation  
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Application: Test Loss versus Generalization loss  

Suppose we take a trained model .  We measure the loss, ,  on the (unseen) test set, , 
which has  pairs .  How does Hoeffding's inequality bound the (true) generalization 
loss?

What is difference between expected (generalization) loss and empirical (test) loss for a chosen 
hypothesis, ? Note:  has not seen the dataset .

Defininition:  

Interpretation:  

Since each  is sampled i.i.d from , then the loss at , is a random variable, 
 

The expected value off the loss, over the data distribution is 

With these interpretations, we can apply the Hoeffding inequality to bound the generalization 
gap:

(case where loss in in  )

Rewrite this bound in terms of the gap:  

Thm: Second form of Hoeffding's inequality for the test loss vs. true
(expected) loss

 

 with probability  

Proof:  

HW: solve for , in above to obtain  
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Discussion on bounds: Sample complexity  

What we care about in the bound above is the sample complexity, meaning the dependence on 
.  For this bound, we see that more samples improves the gap, but at a very slow rate.

For example, fixing the constants, we see that going from  to  samples, improves the 
bound by only a factor of .  We would need 100X more samples to improve it by another 
factor of 10.  The benchmark dataset, CIFAR10,  dataset has 10,000 test images, leading to 
1/100.  ImageNet has a similar number of test images. 

Discussion on generalization bounds for training loss  

In many applications, labelled examples/samples are scarce (e.g. medical data, e.g. human 
labelled images).  Given a dataset of  samples, using a fraction of them for validation means 
they cannot be used for training.   

Bounds on generalization loss compared to training loss would make it possible (in some cases) 
to use all the examples for training. 

Why do we need a new result for training loss bounds?  

The Hoeffding inequality result applied to a chosen function (which has not "seen" the data).

If we train a function using the data, we have  .

The assumptions of Hoeffding inequality no longer hold for this function, because while it is true 
that

each data point  is still sampled iid from the data distribution.
the loss values  are no longer independent. (See HW for an example)

Alternative method: how to bound the generalization gap
for training loss.

 

Note: we are not following the historical order of result, or the order of SS book. Typically, see 
VC dimension first, which is more VC more combinatorial.

There is more than one way to obtain the desired bounds

1. Rademacher complexity bounds (today and next class)
2. Stability bounds (SS Ch 13, Mohri Ch 14, future lectures)

Both methods still rely on concentration of measure inequality, with different assumptions.  
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Rademacher complexity approach  

Here we assume that  for some hypothesis class of function. 

When we perform ERM, we choose the  with the smallest training loss.

We don't directly analyze .  Instead, we apply the method of  "uniform bounds":

show the every hypotheses in  will not overfit.
then we conclude that, in particular,  does not overfit.

 

Thm: Rademacher complexity bound for training loss vs. true (expected)
loss.

 

Let  be any function (in particular, can have  ).  Then 

 with probability  

Discussion of Theorem  

Before we define and prove this result, let us

interpret it
compare to prior results
explain how it will be applied 

Compare:  

Note: the new bound looks like second form of Hoeffding's inequality for the test loss vs. true 

(expected) loss  with probability  

with an extra term.  The second term is the Rademacher complexity of the hypothesis space (to 
be defined).

Application 1  

We will show (later), that for bounded, linear hypothesis spaces: 

linear classification, SVM, cross-entropy loss
linear regression,
Kernels 
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The Rademacher complexity term is of the form ,  which means, for these hypothesis, 
the RHS is (up to a constant) the same as for test loss. In other words, learning bounds are 
(almost as good) as sampling bounds, in this case. Important, because says that the 
generalization gap for, e.g. binary classification in high dimensions, has sample complexity 
(dependence on )

Application 2: This theorem can be useful for Neural networks  

Spectrally-normalized margin bounds for neural networks https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08498

However, for deep neural networks, the constants in the bound can blow up (get large), which 
makes the bounds vacuous (useless with any reasonable value for ).

Potential Project discuss learning bounds for neural networks (this paper and follow ups)

Application 3:  

Also useful more many other machine learning problems (density estimation, boosting, etc) (see 
Mohri chapters).

Interpretation: Rademacher complexity and overfitting  

Our intuition says that overfitting is related to poor generalization. Rademacher complexity will 
make this precise: it will measure the ability of a hypothesis class to fit data with random labels. 
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Rademacher Complexity - Motivation .
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